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These are letters we received
about stories in the MarchApril 2009 issue of L.A. Youth:

Jewelry maker
I think it’s really cool to make
your own jewelry. There really
are a lot of things to choose from
to make whatever you want. The
way that the writer decided to go
downtown and make her own
earrings and eventually sell them
to people at school is awesome.
It makes me want to go to the
Fashion District and make my
own jewelry!
Sophia Quan
San Gabriel HS

The right
college for me
When I read “I found great
schools at the right price” I was
amazed at how much effort it
takes to choose a college. I always
thought that you just choose a
few colleges you like and you’re
done. But now I see that there are
many other variables, like price
and location, that have an effect
on your decision. I found this article really informative.
Kit Ho

my grandpa that I love him. But
I know that if I wait too long, I
will regret it for the rest of my
life. This article taught me that
you should never take anything
or anyone for granted because
you don’t know when they will
be gone.
Gabby Rodriguez

I connected to this article. I
lost my grandpa on March 11. I
know how it feels and unfortunately there is nothing we can do
about it. It is great Justin had a
last chance to say goodbye, show
his grandpa he cared and was
there to help him. I learned to appreciate my family and live life to
the fullest each day.
Rosallyn Soto
East Valley HS

I liked Justin’s story. It reminded me of when my grandpa
and grandma died. He showed
the deep feelings that happen
when a loved one is dying. This
story was very heartfelt and
showed me that loved ones stay
in your heart forever.
Mohammed Islam
Madison MS

Seeing my grandpa
before he died

I am very close to my grandfather. If anything ever happened
to him or if he got sick, I’m not
sure what I would do. This article
makes me grateful to know that
my grandfather is only about
an hour drive away and not in
a different country. I remember
when I was younger, my grandfather had knee surgery and even
though I knew it was a simple
procedure, I was still crying in
the waiting room the whole time
he was in the operating room.
I would never be able to see my
grandfather in pain like Justin
had to. I admire Justin’s strength

Madison MS (North Hollywood)

As I was reading “A chance to
say goodbye” it brought back
memories of my grandpa. He
might be hard on me, but I realized that he does these things
because he loves me. I never tell

Continued on page 4
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and Designer Wayne M. DeSelle

East Valley HS (North Hollywood)

San Gabriel HS

I loved this article. It made
me think of my grandpa and how
I wasn’t able to see him during
his last few days. I think Justin is
really lucky because most of us
don’t appreciate our elders until
they are gone.
Charline Nacion

Cover illustration by
Brian Lopez-Santos,
18, Marshall HS
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to stay by his grandfather’s side at
such a rough time. I never want to
take my family for granted, especially my grandparents, who are
old. Hopefully people learn from
this article and try to take the time
to be involved with their loved
ones. Even if they’re far from one
another they can make the effort
and call.
Nene Anda
North Hollywood HS

Reading this makes me regret
not being able to spend time with
my grandpa before he died. He
lived in Vietnam and was a very
cheerful man. The last time I saw
him was four years ago when I last
visited. When we got news of his
passing, I was sad that I didn’t get
a chance to say goodbye to him.
I thought he was fine, perfectly
healthy, at least for his age. Reading
this article brings back memories
from when I did spend time with
him. My grandma said he was a
good man and I agree. I just wish I
could’ve said goodbye.
Henry Banh
San Gabriel HS

This article really touched
me. Lucky for Justin, he could
visit his grandpa one last time
before he passed away. For me, I
can never see how my grandpa
looked or acted. He died before I
was even born. I asked my father
about Grandpa and he said he was

a great man. I just wish I could’ve
met him, at least once. Once a
year I go to Rose Hills to visit my
grandfather’s grave. I talk to him
every time I go. I wish I had gotten
a chance to say goodbye.
Mandy Leung
San Gabriel HS

I don’t have to
act A certain way
because I’m black
I found the article “Race
shouldn’t matter” the most interesting and upsetting. I have never
been told who to talk to or hang
out with, but I can imagine that it
must have been difficult to hear
the comments of others and not
feel like you could do anything
about them.
Satenik Houhannisyan
Wilson MS (Glendale)

I thought “Race shouldn’t
matter” was interesting because
people usually fit in with others
of the same race. Your own race
not accepting you makes you feel
different and like you don’t fit
in anywhere. I’m glad the writer
didn’t choose her friends according to their race but based on their
personalities, because race really
shouldn’t matter.
Leslie Trinh
San Gabriel HS

The article “Race shouldn’t
matter” was amazing. The writer’s

courage of being able to withstand
those comments was impressive.
The writer is right—race shouldn’t
matter. Everyone is different. We
live with a variety of ethnicities
in our country. You can be African American and enjoy Japanese
music or an Asian who loves American food rather than Chinese
food. I’m Asian and I love hip-hop
and rap and rock. It doesn’t matter
what you are, because everyone
likes their own thing.
Jacqueline Nguyen
San Gabriel HS

Driving while
talking and texting
This article hit pretty close to
home. I am scared to be in the car
with my sister while she is driving
and using her phone at the same
time. Whenever I see her take her
eyes off the road to reply to a message she scares the crap out of me.
I am trying to get her to stop. It’s
good to know that I am not the
only one who has to deal with this.
It’s a relief to see this article in the
paper.
Humphrey Miranda
North Hollywood HS

Whenever I see people talking
on the phone and driving at the
same time I think, “Where’s the
police when you need them?” It
makes me nervous seeing people
talk on the phone and driving at
the same time. I especially feel

worried if they’re texting and if
they’re driving a car with a big
dent. It makes me think they’ve hit
something already PLUS they’re
doing something unsafe at the
same time. People should just
ignore their phones and drive. Way
to speak up Joyce!
Viola Quach
San Gabriel HS

After reading “Hang up
and drive” I found myself thinking about how true the article is.
It makes me sad that people don’t
obey laws that were designed to
protect them. We should all be like
Joyce and be responsible—make
the road a safer place for everyone and hold the call for some
other time. But at the end of the
day, there is always someone who
thinks their phone call is more
important than the safety of those
around them.
James Stojic
San Gabriel HS

I thought this article was
pretty interesting because most
of it was true. When my friends
offer me a ride I actually take their
cell phones away so they won’t get
distracted. And if someone important calls like their parents, I
make them pull off to the side of
the road so they can answer. I feel
that I’m not only saving their lives,
but mine too, and other drivers.
When I’m in the car with my mom
I try not to use my phone either
since I’m co-piloting and I feel that
she would get distracted with me
being on the phone. This article
was good and I hope more people
read this article and become
aware.
Casandra Escobedo
North Hollywood HS

Ilustration by
Francisco Sandoval,
17, Nogales HS
(La Puente)
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Once teased, now I’m
proud of my culture
“Finally proud to be Korean”
showed me how some people can
be really immature when it comes
to your looks. Those questions
people asked Jean would really
annoy me. Who says Koreans can
only have small eyes or can only
get bigger eyes by surgery? How I
would love for everyone to stop stereotyping different races!
Connie Lieu
San Gabriel HS

This is such an inspirational
story. I am happy for Jean. Even
though people made fun of her
race, she learned about her culture
and embraced it. A person isn’t
whole without their culture.
Heather Tran
San Gabriel HS

I never really thought about
my culture, but the article “Finally proud to be Korean” made
me think. As an Asian I’ve had
my ups and downs dealing with
my culture. For example, Asians
were believed to have pale skin,
straight hair and intelligence in
math. However, since I don’t fit
those categories, many people
were surprised to find out my
ethnicity. I love the way my family
gathers together to celebrate special occasions and gives out red
envelopes on Chinese New Year.
Although I may have admired and
sometimes wished to be part of
another culture, I love being Chinese the most.
Candice Ly
San Gabriel HS

Is it OK to cheat
at school?

I appreciate the article, “Hang
up and drive.” I know many people
who drive and talk on their cell
phones at the same time. My aunt
does it at times and her driving
is noticeably slower. I decided to
ignore it, but this article changed
my mind. I’ll warn her and maybe
even answer her cell phone next
time.
Irene Diep

After I read this article it
helped me understand why
people cheat. But if you do your
work and try to focus your free
time on studying, you shouldn’t
have to cheat. People shouldn’t
have reasons to cheat but sometimes they make up excuses because they didn’t study. I still
think cheating is bad. Maybe
people cheat once in a while but
they shouldn’t make it a habit.
Homer Torres

San Gabriel HS

Madison MS
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Summer fun for under $10
“When the cash flow is low in the summer, the first thing I do is call up some
friends to have a barbecue at the
park. We’ll play basketball and
have a three-legged race.”
Justin Fulcher,
16, Westchester HS

since summer jobs are hard to get and allowances are
shrinking, L.A. Youth asked teens how they hang out with
friends without spending a lot of money. Here are their
ideas for fun things to do this summer for less than $10.
“When I don’t have a lot of money, we usually go to Venice Beach with our bus passes. We go in the water and walk around the
shops. There are people selling stuff. Sometimes we buy jewelry and it’s like a dollar.
They make it, so it’s cool. There are entertainers too. And then we go to In-N-Out.
It’s under $5 and they have burgers without the meat (I’m a vegetarian). It’s called the
grilled cheese. My friends and I have spent
the whole day there and end up spending no
more than $10.”
Ashley Hansack,
16, King Drew Medical Magnet HS
“When I’m low on cash, one of the best places to be is on Venice Boulevard in Culver City.
There is the Museum of Jurassic Technology,
which has a bizarre collection of oddities that
are sure to amuse you (including a sculpture
of Pope John Paul II carved from a single human hair). It is run on donations, but I always
leave at least a buck or two.”
Edison Mellor-Goldman,
17, Los Angeles Center for Enriched Studies
“One fun thing I do over the summer on
the cheap is go to the local farmers market
and eat the free samples. While most of the
stalls offer fruit samples such as oranges and
strawberries, there are specialty stalls too.
I’ve had samples of cheeses, olives and honey. Many farmers markets will also have live
entertainment. Usually it’s music, however,
I’ve seen a magic show. Whoever said nothing good was free?”
Ben Levine,
16, Palisades Charter HS
“We do movie nights. There’s a theater at the
Village at USC. The matinees cost $4.”
Jessica Perez, 18, Gertz-Ressler HS
“Some of my friends come over to my house
and we play board games like Monopoly, but
with embarrassing penalties. One of them

www.layouth.com

would be to walk into class
wearing the opposite gender’s clothing. Another would be to sing in
front of everyone. Other
times, instead of doing
dares, we ask a question
that you must answer
truthfully.”
Hannah Song,
16, Mark Keppel HS
(Alhambra)

“Sometimes I go swimming at a friend’s house
or my uncle’s house. We
have swimming races
against family members
and friends.”
Donoven Newson,
16, Youth Opportunities HS
“My friends and I
went to Santa Monica and rented bikes. It was
$3 an hour. We went down
to the Venice Pier, got ice
cream and then rode back.”
Casey Peeks, 17,
Marlborough School

“We go to the beach. We
swim in the water and enjoy
the sun. I like Long Beach and
Malibu. You only have to pay for
parking.”
Juliana Salas,
14, Logsdon School (Rosemead)
“We buy a day pass and grab any bus
and see where we end up. We’ve ended up at the beach in Santa Monica.
It wasn’t part of the plan. We had a
picnic. Or we’ll go to Subway and buy
the $5 foot-long and share it.”
Richard Aviles,
18, Foshay Learning Center
“Me and my friends found this movie theater where on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
it is $3 to see a movie. It’s called Highland
Theater on Figueroa in Highland Park. It
has movies that play in big theaters. We saw
Knowing.”
Chianne Jolly, 13, Luther Burbank MS
I go to Olvera Street because everything
is really inexpensive. You can buy Spanish food like pan dulce for one or two dollars. I’ve bought bracelets for a dollar.
The last time I went there were breakdancers from Puerto Rico and they
pulled my friends and me out of the
crowd and made us dance with them.

Illustration by Ellen Khansefid,
16, Hamilton HS

They asked us to give them money but I
said we didn’t have any. It’s a few blocks
from Chinatown and right next to Union
Station, so it’s really convenient.
Fiona Hansen, 17, Marlborough School
“We like to make up dances. We’ll find a CD
and put it in the stereo. We laugh a lot! Sometimes, we may not have a CD or a stereo so
we play music off one of our cell phones. We
may even record our dances and put them
on YouTube. We like to show our dances to
other friends after we make them up.”
Lindsey Washington,
13, Vanguard Learning Center

“My friends and I like to
have fun without spending
money. A lot of times, we go
to shopping plazas in Glendora and just window shop. Sometimes we try things on for fun, but
we usually come out empty-handed. Our favorite shops are Old Navy and Tilly’s, but we
like almost every shop in the plazas. After
that, if we all chipped in, we buy a snack for
everyone. Usually, we buy frozen yogurt from
Golden Spoon. Their frozen yogurt isn’t very
expensive, only about $3.25 for a mediumsized cup. It’s a lot of fun, and can save money at the same time. This is one of my favorite
ways to spend time with my friends, too.”
Jodi Lam,
13, Sandburg MS (Glendora)
“I gather up the homies and we have water balloon fights. I go to the ice-cream truck and buy
two bags of balloons for $2 total. Each bag has
500 balloons and we save some for the next
day.”
Francisco Garcia,
17, Youth Opportunities HS
May-June 2009 l.a.youth
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Building my dream team

I like to play in fantasy leagues because I can prove how much I know about sports
By Se Kim
18, Pacifica Christian HS (Santa Monica)

E

ver since I was young, I’ve loved watching sports—basketball, baseball, football and tennis. So sophomore year,
when my friend asked me to join our
school’s fantasy basketball league, I said OK.
I wanted to show my friends that I knew more
about sports than them.
I had never played fantasy sports, an
online competition in which participants
pretend to own and manage a sports team.
But I knew about it because I’d read articles on
ESPN.com and in Sports Illustrated. Those
articles are how I learned how it’s played. The
fantasy basketball season is the same as the
regular NBA season. Each person builds a team
by choosing NBA players through a draft and
competes by earning points from individual
players’ stats. How the players perform in real
games impacts how many points a fantasy
team gets.
Once I understood the concept, I thought it
was the greatest idea ever. I wanted to be just
like a coach and pick my own players. I wanted my own dream team. I knew that it would
be a great way for my friends and I, who closely follow sports, to compete against each other.
We always argue over who the best NBA players are. “Kobe most resembles the great players like Magic Johnson, his jumper is just like
Michael Jordan’s,” I said while arguing with my
friend Chris one day. He replied, “No, LeBron
is a physical beast.”
A couple of coaches and teachers also joined
our fantasy league. The students, including
myself, wanted to beat the teachers because
we wanted bragging rights over them. I really
wanted to beat my AP European history teacher, Mr. Kelsey, because he’s also the basketball coach.
Kevin garnett was my first pick

We started off the season with an online
draft. The participants took turns choosing the
best players available according to the draft order. My friend Paul had the first draft pick and
he chose Kobe Bryant. For my first pick, I chose
Kevin Garnett. After an hour, I had my team
of 10 players, including Rashard Lewis, Tony
Parker, Chris Paul, Vince Carter and Ron Artest. I did my best to balance my team with play-
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Illustration by
Francisco Sandoval,
17, Nogales HS (La Puente)
ers at different positions. I felt confident that I
could win the league with my team.
Once the season started, every week my
team would battle against another person’s
team in 12 statistical categories, such as rebounds, steals, points and assists. Each category was worth one point. If my players got
more rebounds than my opponent’s players,
then I’d get a point. At the end of the season,
the team with the most points wins.
From the beginning, I was a fantasy sports
addict. Every morning, I would log on to my
Yahoo! account to check how my players
were performing. I even paid $10 a month for
a service to update me on my players’ statistics minute-by-minute during the games because I was too impatient to wait until the next
morning to look online and see how my players did. How I started my day would depend
on how well Garnett, Artest or Kevin Martin
performed the night before. One day I walked
into school and ran into my friend Chan. Our
teams were playing against each other and I
was beating him that week. He asked me how

my players were doing. I knew that he checked
every day and that he already knew I was doing well. “Great,” I said like it was no big deal.
We looked at each other and walked on. It was
awkward, but that’s what made it fun. I could
tell he wanted to beat me.
TRash Talk was part of the fun

At school my friends and I bragged about
our players during class. Once in chemistry,
my friend said, “Last night Kobe had 41 points.”
I shot back, “KG had 25 points, 12 boards and
three blocks.” “Kobe had two steals also,” he
added. But if my team had played badly, I
wouldn’t want to say anything about sports
at all.
I got obsessed with trading my players to
other teams. I overanalyzed how my players
were playing every night and I would trade a
player because of one bad game. I ended up
trading my best player, Garnett, based on one
off week. He’d averaged only 12 points and six
rebounds. The next week, Garnett was on fire
and scored more than 30 a night, while grab-

bing double-digit rebounds. I later regretted
trading him because he did so well the rest of
the season. I felt like I was putting all this effort into fantasy compared to my friends but
they were still doing better. I was in the bottom half of the league.
Three months into the six-month season, I
decided I was spending too much time playing fantasy sports. I dedicated less time and
learned to play smarter. Instead of concentrating on small details like how many points
a player scored in one game, I looked at his average over three weeks. I started checking on
my team only a couple of times a week. By doing so, I didn’t get stressed over one bad game
or week.
I also figured out a way to win a week even
if my players didn’t play well offensively. Instead of seeking out only high scorers, I tried
to balance my team with defensive players.
If I dominated in steals, turnovers, blocks,
rebounds and assists, I had a better chance
to win at least five statistical categories. The
week after I started doing this, my team won
in blocks and steals—two categories I didn’t
usually win.
After two of my best players got injured toward the end of the season and didn’t play as
well as they had in the beginning, I placed
fourth in our eight-person league. Fantasy sports has a lot to do with luck. All of your
players could have an off week and you can’t
do anything about it. I was disappointed, yet
happy that I had learned how to play fantasy
sports. Even though Mr. Kelsey beat me in the
overall standings, at least I beat him almost every week we played against each other.
I still play fantasy basketball and also fantasy baseball. I’m playing with the same enthusiasm as before, but less seriously. I’ve never
won, but I want to. Even though I haven’t proven anything yet, I’m still trying.

Se says playing
fantasy sports is
a great way to
learn more about
sports.
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Application for the
L.A. Youth summer
writing workshop
_________________________________________

suMmer workshop

NAME

Sign up for the L.A. Youth summer writing workshop, an intensive six-week program during which you will write
an article that will be published in L.A. Youth, as well as conduct interviews. You will complete your story while
working one-on-one with a professional adult L.A. Youth editor.

_________________________________________

To apply, you must be a Los Angeles County teen ages 15-18 attending high school in the area. No journalism
experience is required, but you must have an interest in writing for L.A. Youth to participate. The workshop is
unpaid. Public high school students will be given preference. Apply early, because a limited number of spaces are
available. If you have questions, call (323) 938-9194.

Expectations:

How to apply:

• In this workshop, you are expected to meet weekly deadlines involving reading and writing, and attend field trips.
Students who do not meet the deadlines will be asked to
leave the writing workshop and encouraged to remain involved with L.A. Youth in some other way.
• You are expected to generate material for the September
2009 issue of L.A. Youth.
• You must attend group meetings at the L.A. Youth office
every Wednesday from 2 to 5 p.m. from July 8 to August
12. You also must arrange weekly two-hour individual
meetings with your editor. The first group meeting will be
held at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, July 8, 2009.

Submit this application form with a one-page writing
sample as well as a $75 application fee. Scholarships available. Tips for the writing sample: write an original one-page
statement that tells us something about you and gives us a
sense of your writing style. It can be about one of your interests, hobbies or activities. After you submit your application,
we’ll call you for a short interview before you are accepted
into the workshop. To prepare for the workshop, we strongly encourage you to read past issues of L.A. Youth on our
website. Go to www.layouth.com and click on “Archives.”

The application deadline is Friday, June 5, 2009.

_________________________________________
ADDRESS

CITY				

ZIP CODE

_________________________________________
HOME PHONE

_________________________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS

_________________________________________
SCHOOL
GRADE YOU WILL ENTER IN SEPTEMBER _______
DATE OF BIRTH _______ - _______ - __________

Send application with $75 fee and
writing sample to:

L.A. Youth
5967 W. 3rd St. Suite 301
Los Angeles CA 90036
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The challenges of having a job
When I started working, I had to find a way to fit in time with my friends

By Camila Webb
18, Notre Dame HS (Sherman Oaks)

I

was lying in bed on a Sunday morning when
my phone rang. It was my boyfriend inviting me to go to Santa Monica for the day
with a group of our friends. The plan was to
go vintage clothes shopping followed by swimming at the beach. I started to get excited, until I
remembered that I had to work all day. It’s been
difficult having a job in high school because
I’ve missed hanging out with my friends.
My junior year I knew I had to get a job. Before then, I was always able to ask my mom for
money for meals, movies and trips whenever I needed it. But when my mom lost a third
of her income, she couldn’t afford to give me
money anymore.
One Friday afternoon I asked her for $20 to go
to a movie that night with my boyfriend. “Camila, I do not have the kind of money to hand out
to you all the time.” she said. “Mom, what am
I supposed to do without money?” She told me
she was sorry and that I was going to need to figure it out (but after I begged some more she decided to give me $20 for the weekend). On top of
needing money to eat out and spend time with
my friends, I had just gotten my driver’s license
and needed to find a way to help pay for gas. I
decided to get a job.
finding a job wasn’t easy

I applied for a job every place I saw a
“hiring” sign in the window, including Robeks,
Crossroads clothing store and a yogurt stand.
The managers would smile at me and thank
me for applying but nothing ever came of it. I
felt like I was never going to get a job.
About a month into my job search, my mom
told me that my little sister’s play place was hiring. It is an indoor playground for kids where
they can play during the day or have birthday
parties. I immediately went to fill out an application. The owner was so nice and told me
I could train the following weekend and that
if I did a good job I could start working. She
told me it paid $10 an hour, and if I worked the
birthday parties I could get great tips. I was
so excited. I thought if I got the job my money problems would be over. She said the job
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It seemed like it
was going to be
the easiest job
in the world. I
thought I would
just play with kids
all day and make
lots of money.
was easy and that the schedule would be really flexible. It seemed like it was going to be
the easiest job in the world. I thought I would
just play with kids all day and make lots of
money.
A week after training, I found out I got the
job. It was a huge relief. My tasks were to handle
the front desk, check parents and children in
and answer the phone. Most of the job however involved cleaning—sweeping and mopping
the floors, restocking the fridge and bathrooms
and disinfecting the toys. They wanted me to
be friendly with parents, who are required to
stay to watch their children, but there was less
interaction with the kids than I expected. I was
hoping to be able to play with them but the
owners said it would prevent me from doing
my other responsibilities.
The first weekend I worked for 10 hours all
in one Saturday and made $120. I was exhausted from the long day, but ecstatic, and eager to
spend the money I had made. The next day I
bought a shirt at Urban Outfitters and went out
to an expensive dinner with my friends. I spent
money on the things I wanted to do. In the beginning I worked only about one Saturday or
Sunday a month, but made enough money to
match what I used to get from my mom.
As junior year went on, my hours at work
increased. One of my coworkers left and suddenly instead of working every once in a while,
I was working every weekend and sometimes

after school during the week. There were times
I had to work 10-hour shifts both days of the
weekend. In addition to more hours, I had more
responsibility. I was given a key so that I could
open and close. Instead of taking orders from
my older coworkers, I was showing new employees the ropes, booking parties and handling more. I was feeling overwhelmed with all
the hours, but I thought that if I asked for fewer
my bosses might fire me. I did not want to miss
out on all the money I was making.
hardly any time for homework

At first I tried to do it all, staying out late
and coming into work at 9 a.m. on just a few
hours of sleep, leaving all my homework for
Sunday night. One day after going to work with
little sleep, I came home to write a paper but
passed out after writing only a few paragraphs.
I woke up at five in the morning with my laptop squished next to me and yellow highlighter marks all over my blanket. I had to finish my
paper in the morning and go to school late.
When I got it back, I saw all the mistakes I had
made. I had a low B because of really stupid
errors like misspelling simple words and using poor grammar. I started to see that I had
to make some sacrifices. I was going to have
to skip some parties and fun nights out with
my friends, if I wanted to keep my grades up
and keep my job.
One night I was having so much fun at a
small party with my best friends, but I had to
leave around 10 o’clock to get some sleep because of work in the morning at 9. My friends
were all discussing their plans for the next
day. They were going to meet for breakfast and
spend the whole day together; shopping, relaxing and studying. I started to pout and my
friends said, “Camila, just skip work. Say you’re
sick.” I wanted to but I knew that calling in sick
was irresponsible and might cause me to lose
my job. I was lucky to be working, and I needed the money, but I resented work for taking
away time from my friends and family.
There was also a time when I had to work the
same day as my little sister’s fifth birthday. While
my family was at my house enjoying her birthday party, I was at work celebrating a stranger’s. I wanted so badly to be with my family, but

Camila’s Tips
on How to Not Let Work
Take Over Your Life
• Don’t work too much.
Negotiate your hours so
you have enough time for
school, friends and family.
Make time for yourself,
it’s important to relax.

• When you aren’t at work,
don’t think or talk about work.
Stress from work can seep into
other parts of your life, but try
not to let job problems bother
you when you are spending
time with friends and family.

• When you need time off,
politely talk to your boss about
it in advance. You can say
something like, “I’m sorry if
this is an inconvenience but I
have a school commitment on
Saturday. Do you mind if I took
this day off?” In most cases
your boss should understand.

• When your coworkers help
you by covering your shifts,
return the favor by covering
a shift for them. People are
more likely to help you in the
future when you help them.

• Do your best at work.
Businesses do not want to
lose good employees. If you
are a hard worker your bosses
are more likely to keep you
on, regardless of how many
hours you are able to work.

www.layouth.com

Looking for work?
Check out these
job Programs
Camila likes her job at an indoor playground because she gets to be around kids.
Photo by Jasper Nahid, 15, New Roads School (Santa Monica)
I had to grin and bear it, singing happy birthday
to other children. I had to remember how fortunate I was to have a job and make my own money. I reminded myself that I was helping make
my mom’s life easier, and if I quit I was sure I
would not be able to find a better job.
my boss is flexible with my hours

After more than a year of working, I have
learned how to balance my social life, school
and work. I have learned that I don’t have to
be afraid to negotiate my schedule with my
bosses. They have been generous about giving me days off when I need them, like when
I needed a weekend off to visit colleges and
when I wanted a day off for prom. They understand, because I make up for it by covering other shifts when they need me to. Even so,
my social life has taken a big hit. I try to work

www.layouth.com

one day a weekend, leaving the other day for
homework and studying. Sometimes I work
after school, getting in my car as soon as my
last class ends to make it to work on time at 2.
Working after school is better for me because
instead of working a 10-hour shift I work only
five hours. I try to stay out late only one night
a weekend when I do not have work the next
day. And I try to get as much homework done
as possible during the week.
At the end of my senior year, I can look
back and see things a lot more clearly. My job
helped me learn responsibility and how to prioritize, but more importantly it helped my
family get through a difficult financial time.
Without it I do not know how my mom would
have been able to support me the last couple
years. I have become self-sufficient, paying
for my own clothes and meals, but I some-

Summer Youth
Employment Program
A city-wide program that finds
jobs during the summer for
low-income students ages 1421. Call 3-1-1 and ask about the
program for more information.
HIRE LA’s Youth
A program for young adults
between the ages of 16-24 that
provides full-time and part-time
work for Los Angeles residents. Go
to layouthatwork.org and click on
the “Job Seekers” link at the top
right to find an application that
you can fill out and submit online.

You can also find job websites at
our site, layouth.com, under the
“Get A Job” link near the top.

times wonder if it has been worth missing out
on time with my friends. In some ways I regret getting a job. Teenagers should be trying
to enjoy every moment, not worrying about
money and work. Once we are adults, we will
probably be working the rest of our lives. We
should take advantage of being teenagers while
we still can.
Still, I have had wonderful experiences at my
job and I really love being around kids. That is
what has made work enjoyable.

Camila plans to
work only during
the summers so
she can focus on
college for the
next four years.

May-June 2009 l.a.youth
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Getting ready for earthquakes
Last summer’s earthquake made my family realize we need to be prepared
By Stephany Yong
15, Walnut HS

I

was pulling my head through a sweater one
afternoon last July when the earth started to shake. The lamp in the corner fell in
slow motion, shattering into black porcelain shards, while the clock on the wall above
it swayed back and forth before dropping to
the ground. I stood shocked; I had never been
in an earthquake this big.
I scrambled downstairs (with the sweater
dangling from my neck), clinging to the railing and calling for my mom. She met me at the
landing and shoved me into the storage room
under the stairs as boxes of detergent and art
supplies toppled from the shelves. I held onto
her and seconds later the shaking stopped.
After a few seconds, we cautiously stepped
out of the room and examined the broken
vases and fallen picture frames in the family room. For the next 15 minutes, aftershocks
sent chills up my spine. Since landlines were
down and our cell phones didn’t have reception, my mother and I decided to go to my
brother Aaron’s summer school in Diamond
Bar to check on him.
During the 10-minute drive, we assumed
the worst. Were the kids OK? Did they take the
earthquake seriously (since school drills are
considered jokes) and take cover under their
desks? I stayed in the car as Mom went inside
to check on Aaron. She reappeared with him

a few moments later and said some
ceiling panels fell but the kids were
fine. We exchanged earthquake stories in the car.
“When the ground started to shake
I wasn’t scared at all,” my brother gloated. “We just went under the
desks and started screaming for fun.
It was so funny. The foam ceiling
thing fell on Jonathan’s desk.”
When we got home, we inspected the house and cleaned up broken
glass. We kept the news on during
dinner as the anchor did a rundown
on earthquake safety and emergency plans. Our family hadn’t seen the
need for a plan because there hadn’t
been a major earthquake since the
1994 Northridge quake.
we didn’t have the basics

As the television screen displayed
the list of “must haves” for earthquakes, I was stunned by how unprepared my family was. We didn’t
have emergency kits or a plan. What
would we do during the weekday Stephany feels safer knowing her family has put together this
when we were separated? In the car? earthquake kit. Photos by Kaitlyn Tsai, 15, Walnut HS
How about when we were at one of
Aaron’s basketball games? It was uners were open and shoeboxes and storage cascluding on my bed. The sharp edges of a trosafe to be so unprepared with the San Andreas
es from the top shelf of my closet were on the
phy or plaque could have easily pierced me
Fault nearby.
floor. The shelf where I put my trophies was
had I been lying in bed. Then I spotted someI examined my room after dinner. My drawempty since the trophies were everywhere, inthing that I wouldn’t want above my head dur-

‘You can do things now’
Expert advice on how to prepare
and ways to stay safe in an earthquake
After writing this story, I wanted to
talk to an expert to learn more about
how teenagers can prepare for an
earthquake. I interviewed Kate Long
from the earthquake program at the
Governor’s Office of Emergency Services.
I found out that common sense and
communication can help us stay safe
during the inevitable earthquakes we will
experience living in Southern California.
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What can teens do before an earthquake
to ensure their safety during an earthquake?
There are some pretty easy things you can
do now, before an earthquake, that will
make a big difference in what you and
your family’s lives will be like after a big
earthquake.
It turns out people who practice what
to do during an earthquake have a better
chance of avoiding being hurt or killed.

After a big earthquake your phone probably won’t work … not even your cell. What
if you’re at school, Mom’s at work, Dad’s at
home, and you don’t know how to reach
each other? A family communication plan
can help. Designate a friend or relative from
outside of California (say, Aunt Lola). Have
everyone in your family keep Aunt Lola’s
phone number with them. When phone service comes back on, everyone can call Lola
to make it easier for your family to reunite.
Things around you (like books or dishes
or even the TV), don’t just shake or fall down
during a big earthquake—they can actually
fly across the room. Something as small as a
picture frame could injure you. Secure your
stuff so it can’t hurt you. For example, you

can put heavy things on lower shelves. You
can buy an earthquake strap at the hardware store that will keep your TV from falling and breaking.
Where should you go during an earthquake
(inside or outside)? Wherever you are,
remember to DROP, COVER AND HOLD
ON. Since the ground may start shaking so
violently that it knocks you down, the best
thing to do, if you can, is immediately get
down and protect your head from heavy
objects that may be airborne. You may have
the urge to run, but moving around can
actually be more dangerous than staying
put. If you’re inside, stay inside. If you’re
outside, stay outside.

www.layouth.com

ing an earthquake. The sharp hangers on the
large wooden board where I hung my hats were
face down on the pillow.
That night, I moved the board into the garage. My mom moved the trophies downstairs.
Dad moved heavier boxes from the top shelf
of my closet to under my bed. My room was
noticeably more earthquake safe in less than
one hour.
The next day, my mom put together four
emergency kits, which she stashed in the storage room. Each kit includes bottled water, a radio, blankets, food that resembled hamster food
stuck together to make a granola bar, a flashlight
and spare batteries. It was reassuring to know we
had something in case of an emergency.
Within one day, we went from having no
emergency plan to having four kits (one for
each of us) and I had made things safer in my
bedroom. But this is where our earthquake
preparation stopped. We still didn’t have a way
to communicate if phone lines were down or
a designated place to meet if we weren’t at
home when an earthquake hits. Just as fast as
the earthquake started, our earthquake plans
stopped as we resumed our regular lives.
I panicked during the
next small quake

Six months later on January 8, I was taking a
shower when I experienced the dreadful shaking again. I had that same sinking feeling in my
stomach. Making emergency kits and moving
stuff had not prepared me for this. What are
you supposed to do when you’re in the shower during an earthquake? Horrified and wet, I
stayed in the shower holding onto the showerhead until the shaking stopped.
Looking back it wasn’t the most intelligent
decision. If it had been a bigger earthquake,
I wouldn’t want to be next to two large glass

What should you do during an earthquake
if you’re home alone and hurt? First, you
should always move cautiously after a big
earthquake, even if you are not injured. Stay in
your “drop, cover and hold on” position and
check your surroundings before you decide
what to do. There could be broken glass and
toppled furniture in your path, so move slowly.
If you go outside, look for an area clear of
things that could fall like power poles or trees.
We recommend you keep shoes by your bed
because cut feet are a common injury among
people who run outside immediately after the
shaking has stopped.
Use common sense about moving if you are
injured. You may need help, and it’s OK to call
for help from neighbors. Don’t just talk to your

www.layouth.com

shower doors. It never occurred to me get out
of the shower and turn off the water.
As a family that night, we took a few minutes
to discuss what to do during an earthquake. We
decided that right after it ended we would find
a radio or television to hear the latest updates
and call each other. If anyone was home, they
were to turn off the house’s gas valve to prevent
any leaks. If it were during the day, Aaron and
I would be at school where we had emergency kits and would be in the care of the school.
The main thing we discussed was the need for
common sense: glass is bad, getting under a table is good. The kits wouldn’t be useful if you
didn’t survive the actual earthquake.
This is why having a plan is very important. I
recently spoke to Kate Long from the Governor’s
Office of Emergency Services. She stressed the
importance of earthquake kits and phone lists
but also people preparing as a community,
which means working with neighbors to check
on each other.
After the interview, I realized a missing part
of our earthquake plan: we didn’t have a reliable way to communicate after a quake. My
family should have an out-of-state contact who
everyone calls in case we can’t reach each other (after a disaster, it’s often easier to call out
of the area). I feel safer knowing my family is
more prepared.

earthquake safety resources
build your own kit
These are the basic items that you
should have in your earthquake
kit. From www.ready.gov:
• One gallon of water per person
per day for at least three days,
for drinking and sanitation
• A three-day supply of nonperishable food
• Battery-powered radio
and extra batteries
• Flashlight and extra batteries
• First aid kit
• Whistle to signal for help
• Dust mask to help filter contaminated
air; plastic sheeting and duct tape
• Moist towelettes, garbage bags
and plastic ties for
personal sanitation
• Wrench or pliers to
turn off utilities
• Can opener
• Local maps
• To see a list of
additional items
you may want in
your kit, go to
www.ready.gov

make a plan
Find out how to make an
earthquake plan with your
family at www.ready.gov
safety tips
What to put in a kit, how to plan and
safety tips at www.72hours.org
are you prepared?
Play a game to see if you’re
prepared for an earthquake at
www.dropcoverholdon.org

Stephany
encourages
teens to make
earthquake
plans with their
families and
neighbors.

parents about earthquake plans, talk with
your neighbors too. Many neighborhoods even
make a plan together about how they might
help each other after an earthquake when the
electricity and water aren’t working.

longer recommended. If you’re in it, the
door might hit you. It’s better to drop, cover
and hold onto a solid piece of furniture. The
likelihood of things dropping on you is more
than the house collapsing.

Any other precautions to protect our
homes? For less than five dollars, you
can make sure your computer survives
the quake. Just buy a strap at a hardware
store. Think about the things around your
bedroom that you don’t want to break, or
that you don’t want to fall on you. Is there a
big bookcase? A mirror? A trophy?

Are there any common misconceptions
about earthquake safety that the public may
have? People have a misconception that they
can’t make a difference. The main message
we have is you can do things now before the
earthquake that will make a difference in
your life after the earthquake. Plan, know
what to do, and have a kit in the car as well.
It’s extra hard for young people because
it’s hard to worry about something you’ve
never experienced. But because you’re young

What are some earthquake myths that
aren’t true? Getting in a doorway is no

and live in California [you can expect] with
almost certainty that some time in your lifetime you will experience an earthquake—not
as bad as Northridge [the highly destructive
quake in 1994], but one with a lot of widespread damage.
Besides an emergency kit, is there
anything else every household should
have? Every household should have a fire
extinguisher, and everybody in your house
should practice using it … even the little
kids. Practice using a fire extinguisher as
part of your family, school or neighborhood
Great California ShakeOut earthquake drill
[on October 15].
— Stephany Yong, 15, Walnut HS
May-June 2009 l.a.youth
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Could we lose our home?
We moved out of our cramped apartment,
but now my family can barely afford
the house we’d always wanted
By Jacky G., 16

M

y parents always dreamed of
owning a home. And I wanted us to have a house too, so I
could have my own room. But
now that we have our home it
hasn’t been the dream we had imagined.
When I was young, my dad, mom, little sister and I lived in an apartment that was just
one room. Then we moved to a one-bedroom
apartment; it was four of us until my mom had
my little brother in 2002. Then it was five people jammed into our tiny apartment.
We had one dresser for everyone. We had
a bunk bed in the bedroom. I slept on the top
and my mom, sister and brother slept on the
bottom and my dad slept in the living room
on the couch. We even had to move my favorite toy—a plastic kitchen set—outside. I played
with it a lot less after that, once the spiders started living inside it.
In 2006 when I was 12, our close friends in
our apartment complex bought a house and
a few months later my dad decided we should
try to buy a house, too. My uncle had bought
a house a few years before when home prices
were lower. He told my dad that if he wanted
to get a house he should buy one soon, before
homes got too expensive.
My uncle gave my dad the number of his
real estate agent and a few days later my dad
set up an appointment. I didn’t know how we
could afford a house. My dad paints houses
and my mom works at a clothing factory, so we
don’t have a lot of money. I thought that if we
had enough money we would already be living in a house or at least own a car nicer than
our used Toyota Corolla.
We went to a real estate office in Norwalk
and even though I had my doubts, I was excited. I thought, “I’m going to get my own room.”
That’s what I had wanted since my sister was
born when I was 4. The agent wore a dress shirt,
a tie and dress pants. He shook my dad’s and
mom’s hands and was smiling. He seemed very
professional.
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My parents told him that they wanted a
house with at least two bedrooms in a safe
neighborhood with a market close by. They
had figured out that $600,000 was the most
they could pay. My parents also wanted apartments in the back so they could rent those out
to help pay for the house.
When he asked about their jobs and how
much they earned, I thought, “Now he’s going
to tell them they should wait a few years.” But
he said, “Yeah, we could work with this.”
If a real estate agent thought we could afford it, then I thought we could do it. We all
looked at each other and smiled. The real estate agent said that he would get back to us in
a few days.
i’ve always wanted my own room

On the drive home I imagined painting my
bedroom purple and getting my own bed and
TV. And I could finally get away from my sister. She stole my clothes and didn’t give me
any privacy.
A few weeks later the agent showed us a couple houses. One cost around $450,000 and the
other $500,000. The prices seemed so extreme
to me, especially for the one that needed a new
paint job and had a smaller living room than
our apartment.
Then the agent showed us a beautiful house
in Lynwood. The living room and kitchen were
big, it had two bedrooms (which meant one
for me—my mom promised!) and there was a

backyard. My mom was already pointing out
where she would put the couches and the television and how she would paint the walls green.
There were also three apartments in the back.
We all fell in love with the house.
But when my dad told me the house was
$520,000, I cringed. I knew we were paying only $540 a month in rent. How could we afford
a house that cost that much? My dad didn’t
seem worried, though, so that made my worries disappear.
My dad called the agent to talk about how
we could afford it. When we met with him later, the agent still seemed confident. My parents
nodded along as he assured them and mentioned words like “credit” and “mortgage.” I
was so confused by the complicated financial
terms that I wondered, “Do my parents even
know what this guy is trying to say?”
During the car ride after, I asked my parents if they were sure we could afford it and
they said, “Yeah, the guy said we can, so we
believe it, too.” Eventually my parents’ faith
in the agent convinced me.
The following weeks, the agent helped my
parents get a home loan, which is called a mortgage. But I could see my parents hesitate when
they learned that it would cost $4,000 a month.
They make only $3,200 a month. They were
hoping to get another $2,000 from renting the
apartments. I told my parents “You cannot do
it.” But they told me to be quiet.
During the next few days the agent told

When I go to bed at night, I think
about the difficulties we have faced
and are still facing. Sometimes I
feel frustrated by the real estate
system. Why did they give loans to
families that couldn’t afford them?

us the price was raised to $550,000. When I
heard this, I told my parents to search for another house. I wanted a house with my own
room, but I thought that living in a home we
could afford was more important. I guess the
agent had convinced them though, because
they told me the same thing he told them: “We
can make it work.”
Two months later, we got the loan. In September 2006 we moved in and I put my worries
aside because it was so exciting. We painted the
rooms; mine was purple just like I had planned.
And we had so much space. In our old apartment, you couldn’t see the TV when you sat
on one side of the loveseat because we had to
put it so close to the TV. But in our house you
can see the television no matter where you sit.
But for me the best part was getting my own
bed (no more bunk bed), dresser and closet in
my own room.
At first things were great. I could finally lock
my bedroom door and keep my brother and sister out when I wanted to do homework, listen
to music or be alone. Finally having a kitchen table meant we could talk about our days
when we ate together, like families are supposed to.
paying the bills was harder
than we thought

But after a few months I started overhearing my mom and dad talking about the monthly payments. Although they were paid $1,500
rent from the apartments, that was $500 less
than what my parents had hoped to get. That
left just $700 a month for my family’s living expenses. I started thinking, “We shouldn’t have
got the house.”
My family had to be smart and cut back
some expenses so we could pay the mortgage.
We stopped eating out every Sunday at our favorite Salvadoran restaurant. My mom started
yelling at everybody to make sure we turn off
lights. And I feel like I have lived on the bus so
my parents don’t have to drive me places and
pay for gas. I became afraid of asking my parents for money because they always responded,
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“Why are you trying to waste more money?” I’ve
seen one movie at the theaters in the last couple
years, and my friend paid for my ticket.
Sometimes even when I’ve had to ask for
school supplies my dad says, “You need stuff
again? Didn’t we just buy some?” My immediate reaction is to feel like he doesn’t care about
my education. But I know he does, because
both my parents tell me that I need to do well
in school, so I can get a good job and not end
up like them struggling to pay the bills.
About a year ago my mom told me that there
were layoffs at the factory where she works.
When I heard this, the problem became way
more serious to me. What if she lost her job? If
we couldn’t pay our mortgage, we would end up
homeless. Since she mentioned the layoffs, I’ve
thought about the possibility of being homeless more often, especially when I have to ask
my mom for bus fare or when I see something
on the news about the economy.
Around this time, the tenants in one of the
apartments moved out. My parents were desperate to get a new tenant. I helped my mom
by typing and printing “apartment for
rent” signs, which she put up in
laundromats. My parents seemed
more worried than ever. Their usual talks about money turned into
yelling arguments. When this happened, I would just lock myself in my
room. After about four months of the apartment
being vacant, someone finally moved in.
To continue to afford the house, my parents
knew they had to lower their monthly loan payment. So last July they got their loan changed,
saving us $400 a month. Now my parents pay
$3,600. But even with the rent from the apartments, it’s still hard.
In January when it came time to plan my
16th birthday party I had dreams of a big party like my cousins had when they turned 15 or
16. One cousin had 250 guests in a banquet hall
and a limo. I wanted a corset-style dress that
puffed out at the bottom and a court of honor
with seven girls and seven boys.
As I was naming people I wanted to invite
my mom interrupted me. “You can’t invite that
many people,” she said. “We’re going to have
it in our backyard.”
What?! I was disappointed. But I understood
that having money for the house was obviously more important and I appreciate that I had
a party at all. In the end it was 50 people, no
court, no limo, but I did get the dress I wanted and it was still really fun.
To help pay the bills my mom started working more hours recently. She used to work eight
hours a day, five days a week at the clothing factory. But now she works 10 hours a day and on
Saturdays to get more money. She seems more
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My family had to be smart and
cut back some expenses so
we could pay the mortgage.
I became afraid of asking my
parents for money because
they always responded,
“Why are you trying to
waste more money?”

stressed and she’s always yelling at me and my
siblings about little things, like me coming to
L.A. Youth on Saturdays because that means
she has to get a babysitter for my brother and
sister and that costs money. Usually I take care
of them when she’s at work.
i’m grateful my parents are
trying hard to keep our home

I feel bad for my mom when I see her so
stressed out. I try to help out by vacuuming,
cleaning the living room and washing the dishes. I want to get a job and give some of the money to my parents. I understand that my parents
are working really hard just to keep a roof over
our heads, and I appreciate anything they are
able to provide for me—even the small things
like a new pair of shoes.
I sometimes try to block out the money situation by going to my room when I hear my
parents talking about it. But I still think about
money all the time. When my brother or sister
talks about wanting a game or clothes, I always
say, “And where’s the money for that?”

When I go to bed
at night, I have mixed
emotions. My parents got the house
because they didn’t
want to raise me and
my brother and sister in our cramped
old apartment, and
I think it’s great
that we have our
own home. But I
also think about
the difficulties we
have faced and are
still facing. Sometimes I feel frustrated by the
real estate system. Why did they give loans to
families that couldn’t afford them?
Sometimes I worry that something big
could happen, like more layoffs at my mom’s
job. But I don’t see the cutbacks we have made
as a bad thing. They have made us more responsible and I feel secure that we’ll be able
to afford the house in the future. I don’t regret
getting the house, I only worry sometimes that
we could lose it.

Illustration by
Brian Lopez-Santos, 18, Marshall HS
May-June 2009 l.a.youth
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art contest

honorable
mentions

Ellen Khansefid
16, Hamilton HS
Teacher: Julie McManus

a Kristine Macasieb
16, Walnut HS

second place

“I included as much
variety in the people as I
could. They’re all people
I see in my life and who
influence me in that
their vast differences
make things interesting.
There’s no other place
like Los Angeles, and
anywhere you go
you can see so many
examples of creativity,
which shapes my art.”

b Calvin Han
16, University HS
Teacher: Lynn Ishii
c Zemeta Choi
18, Gahr HS (Cerritos)
a

b

c
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Congratulations to the winners of our
annual art contest, which asked teens to show us
what Los Angeles means to them. The L.A. Youth
teen staff chose these images as the winners.
The theme “My Los Angeles” could mean the
artist’s neighborhood, favorite hangout or the
place they go to get away from it all. They could
also show us how the city inspires them or depict
its problems. The first-place winner received $75
and the second- and third-place winners received
$50. Please visit layouth.com to see additional
images that won honorable mention.

Ubaldo Tapia

“I painted a dusk scene
because I can see my
East L.A. neighborhood
in the day and night. The
two little kids are my
little brother and sister

First place

Isadora Kosofsky
15, The Venture School
(Culver City)
“While Los Angeles is
world-renowned for its
movie stars, much of
Los Angeles is home to
people who live outside

mainstream society. This
man wearing an LA cap
stands daily on the side
of a freeway off-ramp
in Echo Park. He tames
pigeons, feeling that he
should entertain and show
the people who donate
money to him that he has

watching the sunset.
I like the sunset because
it gives a feeling like
another day is going
by and it gives hope
that tomorrow will be
better. The rose I painted
with a glow around it is
symbolic of my mother,
whose name is Rocio.”

third place

17, Garfield HS
Teacher: Shirley Harris

a skill. The pigeons keep
him occupied and ease his
lonely existence. I enjoy
photographing those on
the fringe of society to
show others who may
overlook them that they,
too, have dignity and do
contribute to humanity.”
May-June 2009 l.a.youth
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Applying to college
without stressing out

I knew that no matter where I got in, I’d get a good education
By Brandie Hanson
18, North HS (Torrance)

I

t was early November of senior year right before UC deadlines. I glanced at another piece
of mail from UC Davis and thought, “Maybe I will apply to some UCs.” So I stopped
what I was doing, filled out the application online, wrote a personal statement and an essay
in two hours and had my mom look over them.
Then I clicked submit and went out to dinner
with friends, feeling good that my UC, as well as
my Cal State, applications were done.
I’ve seen that college applications were a
stressful time for so many of my classmates,
but it didn’t have to be. Friends were spending hours stressing over their college essays
and personal statements—one had 16 drafts. I
was in calculus last year with seniors who had
stayed up all night working on their essays and
didn’t do their homework. Many were applying
to competitive schools like USC, UCLA and UC
Berkeley just because of the name, but these
schools were out of reach for them. Knowing
which schools were within my reach, I eliminated the pressure on myself.
My goal isn’t to be rich, it’s to be happy
with my career. So where I get my degree from
doesn’t matter as much as a school where I will
enjoy myself.

istic. I received a 1750 on my first test. Instead
of taking SAT prep classes, I took the SAT one
more time later in the year. I got a good night’s
sleep, ate a healthy breakfast and knew what I
was getting myself into. I got a 1790, one question away from my goal!

so I had to research other options.
I wanted to major in journalism because
I love to write. I found schools that fit my
criteria mostly by listening to what everyone
around me had to say. All my teachers talked
about how Cal State Long Beach has good

i found A school with
everything i want

my focus was public
schools close to home

Brandie was excited when her acceptance letters arrived.

Junior year I thought of places near the
beach—my home away from home—like San
Diego and Santa Barbara. I didn’t want to go
out of state or up north because I wanted to be
no more than a couple hours from home. Cost
didn’t seem to be too much of an issue because
I am an only child and my parents have been
saving for my college education since I was
little. I ruled out private colleges because that
would be wasting money since I wasn’t worried
about where my degree is from. I feel I can get
a great education at my choices because I’m a
firm believer that it’s not the school, it’s how
much work the student puts into it.
When I took my first SAT, I went in with a
goal of 1800 out of 2400, which seemed real-

I began to make a final list of colleges I would
apply to. At the beginning of junior year I had
toured UC San Diego and knew that was where
I wanted to go. My best friend, Arohi, goes there
and I stayed the night plenty of times. We’ve
walked to the beach, going down the cliffs that
are right across the street from her college—
it takes only minutes. I’ve looked through her
notes and watched her do homework and it
is not as hard as I would’ve expected. And I
love the layout of her dorm. It’s a suite with five
rooms and two students to a room. Each suite
has a bathroom, no communal bathrooms! But
I knew I couldn’t count on getting into UCSD
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GPA and test scores were similar to those of students at my school, North High, who had been
accepted to UCSD, UC Santa Barbara, San Diego State and Cal State Long Beach. That made
me even less stressed about getting in.
College app time in October rolled around
quick. Yet I was prepared. I applied to five
schools: San Diego State University, San Francisco State University, Cal State Long Beach,
UC Davis and UC San Diego. Some friends applied to as many as 10 schools.

programs for everything, including journalism.
My environmental science teacher tried to
convince me to go to UC Davis because he
knows I love the environment and Davis is
an eco-friendly campus. Looking through a
UC brochure I learned that most of the UCs,
including UCSD, don’t offer journalism as a
major. I turned my attention toward San Diego
State University, which offers journalism, as
well as a few other schools.
In September of senior year my English
teacher took us to the computer lab to research
colleges on a website our school has called Naviance. After looking at Naviance I saw that my

Turns out that I got accepted everywhere
I applied. I’ve decided to go to UCSD because
that is where I am most comfortable. I’ve become more sure that I want to write about the
environment when I become a journalist. I can
major in environmental science or double major in communication and creative writing. I
plan on writing for UCSD’s newspaper, The
Guardian, and I am going to try to be a part of
student government. Even though there isn’t
a journalism major, I can still get experience
and be a short walk from the beach.
Since I was realistic about applying to college, it didn’t take over my life. I have two friends
whose parents made them take SAT classes for
two years and yet there was no improvement in
their scores after three tries. It took a toll on my
friends. One cried after receiving rejection letters
because her mom kept telling her she could’ve
done better. But I believe that my friends, classmates and their parents are forgetting the main
goal when choosing a college: to go somewhere
that makes you happy and allows you to pursue what you want to do.

Brandie says
your future isn’t
determined by
what college you
go to, but what
you do when
you’re there.
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Join the staff of L.A. Youth

at the next

Newcomer’s Day
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June 13
11 a.m.

- noon

No experience necessary. Artists and photographers
welcome too. Bring your questions to L.A. Youth at
5967 W. Third St., Suite 301, Los Angeles CA 90036

Call (323) 938-9194
e-mail editor@layouth.com
You will be invited to stay for the regular staff
meeting which starts at 1 p.m.

vv

Bag a great job in LA’s largest help-wanted section: The Los Angeles Times Jobs section.
N_\k_\ipflËi\kiXZb`e^XgXik$k`d\gfj`k`fefiX
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To advertise, call: 1.800.922.0539
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Tackling a new sport
Basketball and soccer weren’t my thing,
but rugby is a sport I’m finally good at
By Anisa Berry
17, View Park Prep HS

U

ntil I started playing rugby I hated
sports.
I’ve always been too strong for my
own good. When I was 7, I was five
inches taller than other girls at my school. By
age 9, I could pick up my mom. I played basketball for five years but I hated it so much that
my parents would have to force me to go. During games, I’d accidentally elbow a girl in the
stomach and she would land on the ground because I was stronger. It would be a foul and the
coach would bench me so I wouldn’t be kicked
out of the game for having too many penalties.
After that there was soccer. When I would try
to get the ball I would accidentally kick the opponent (I swear I was going for the ball). I soon
realized that sports weren’t for me. I just wasn’t
an athlete, so I stopped playing.
Then in ninth grade my English teacher, Mr.
Krohn, asked me if I was interested in trying a
new sport. I asked him what it was and he told
me rugby. He told me it was a rough sport, but
I was always interested in playing football because my dad played professional football for
the San Diego Chargers, so I thought I might
give it a try.
The next year, Mr. Krohn put together a rugby team at my high school, View Park Prep. The
first practice was on a Tuesday after school, at
a local high school (my school is too small to
have its own field). I didn’t know what to expect.
There were at least 10 girls at practice. We did
a drill that showed us the proper way to tackle. We had to get up from the ground, run forward and tackle the tackle bag, while wearing
weights wrapped around our legs and arms.
In another drill we had to jump up and keep
punching the punching bag until Mr. Krohn
blew the whistle. I was tired after the 10th time,
but I kept going so I could get better. Mr. Krohn
told us we were doing the drill because when
you get tackled during a game, you are expected
to get up right away because the game doesn’t
stop like in football. The next day my body was
aching. My back was sore, I could barely move
my arms and every time I sat down I cringed.
But I still wanted to play because I was curious
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I have more confidence in myself
because I’ve seen that being a strong
female isn’t a negative thing. I’ve realized
that being strong and muscular can
make someone more beautiful, not less.
and wanted to experience a game.
My coach taught us the essentials. It was
hard to understand because I was a beginner.
There are two main positions: backs and forwards. The backs are the faster runners and
they tend to be smaller and more agile players.
They are similar to quarterbacks and wide receivers in football. The forwards are the bigger
and stronger players. They are similar in size
and ability to linebackers and linemen.
A scrum occurs when a rule has been broken and you have to restart the game. The forwards on each team crouch across from each
other. The ball is then thrown in between them
and both teams compete for possession. At first
when I got into a scrum I was hesitant because
of the set-up. For a scrum to be powerful, ev-

eryone has to hold on to each other. I was part
of the first row. I had to wrap my arm around
my teammate and when I crouched down one
of my teammates behind me in the second row
had to put her arm between my legs to grab my
shirt. It was a surprise at first, but I got used to
it after several practices.
And when you cross the goal line, which
in rugby is called the try line, you score five
points. It’s called a “try.”
my role was to tackle hard

At the second practice I learned the forward
position of prop. I was told that as a prop I need
to use my strength to help my team gain and
keep possession of the ball. I am expected to
tackle the hardest and keep going forward

while the opposing team is trying to tackle
me. I was one of the bigger girls so I wasn’t
surprised that I was placed as a prop. When
it was time to practice tackling I could just do
it. My coach demonstrated a tackle. I had to
crouch down and wrap my arms around my
opponent’s legs to get her down. After I made
a good tackle my coach said, “I could feel that
over here!” After practice I was exhausted from
all the tackling, but I was happy I finally did
something right in a sport.
We had only four practices before our first
game. I was so nervous I forgot my position.
When the referee would call for a scrum I
would stand. Then my coach would yell at me
from the sidelines, “Get in there.” My teammates would pass me the ball and I would
freeze while two or three girls were coming
at me because I was scared of getting hurt or
messing up. One time my teammate Margo
snatched the ball from me and I saw her back
as she ran to the try line and scored. I did get to
find out how strong I am. I tackled the biggest
girl on the other team. One of the girls on my
team couldn’t get the girl down. I was running
fast enough that I knocked her to the ground.
I immediately grabbed the ball and passed it
to someone else. We won the game.
As I kept playing, I got better. I was still tired
during practices, but I was getting in better
shape. I started to feel more confident. My passing improved and I got better at breaking tackles, although I do get tackled during games like
everyone else. It wasn’t until this year when
I learned the stiff-arm technique, when you
hold your arm straight out to protect yourself
from getting tackled, that I was able to make it
to the try line and score without getting tackled. I also started playing for another team, the
Santa Monica U-19 girls, so I could get more
experience.
My motivation to play comes from knowing I’m needed. Before rugby my strength was
a curse. When I play rugby my strength turns
into a gift. In one of our games during our second season my teammates and I worked together to score by mauling. A maul is when
several players from both teams push against
each other to try to get possession of the ball.
The other team had possession. “One, two,
three, push,” my teammates and I yelled. We
kept pushing and eventually the girl on the opposing team who had the ball fell down. We
grabbed the ball and one of my teammates
scored. I felt like I scored because I helped get
the ball there. Rugby is a great sport because
teamwork is a major part of the game.
Rugby is tough, but it’s not all hard work. After games, whether we lose or win, there are picnics and barbeques with the other team. We chat
with them. It’s more like they’re your family.
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Rugby is also a stress reliever. I have had
days when I am angry because of conflicts at
school or at home. We practice our tackles and
all the negative feelings disappear. I leave practice happy. After a game, win or lose, I always
feel good because tackling relieves stress.
Most people aren’t familiar with rugby. I still
get “What is rugby?” I say, “A sport that football
came from.” People also ask, “Don’t you get
hurt?” Injuries sometimes occur. I’ve chipped
my wrist bone and broken a finger. After every
game I’ve played, I’ve found bruises.
i’m not fragile

I don’t mind those questions but what annoys me is, “Girls play rugby?” or “Why do you,
a girl, play rugby?” Students at my school think
you’re violent if you play rugby. I wish people
would understand that it’s a sport. No one says
to a football player, “You must be violent because you play football.” I think society creates
the assumption of what it means to be a woman. Girls are supposed to be cheerleaders. They
can play basketball but not a contact sport. If a
girl does a contact sport, like boxing, she has
to be violent, there has to be something wrong
with her. The reason I play isn’t because I’m
violent but because it’s a sport that makes me
feel good about myself.
Not so long ago I was told by a family member that I would be prettier if I lost 70 pounds. I
believed this person, so every time I saw someone who was smaller than a size eight I would
envy her. Starting rugby I was still insecure
about how I would fit in. There were some really fast girls on the team and I saw that as
what was important because being fast was
important in the other sports I had played. I
was not fast, but I was strong. To my surprise,
I fit in perfectly.
I have more confidence in myself because
I’ve seen that being a strong female isn’t a negative thing. I’ve realized that being strong and
muscular can make someone more beautiful,
not less. That tackling girls to the ground does
not compromise femininity but increases assertiveness and confidence. And that women can do what a lot of people think we can’t
do. I consider myself an athlete and this feels
good to say.

My motivation to play comes
from knowing I’m needed. Before rugby
my strength was a curse. When
I play rugby my strength turns into a gift.

Anisa’s team, Santa Monica,
(in green) tied Channel Islands.
Here, they get pumped to play.
Photos by Charlotte Toumanoff, 17,
Marshall HS and Rene Franco, 17,
Providence HS (Burbank)

Anisa plans to
continue playing
rugby after high
school because
it’s an important
part of her life.
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Left in
the wrong
hands
After years of being
abused by the woman
who raised me,
I finally got away

Illustration by Lily Clark, 15, Immaculate Heart HS

Author’s Name Withheld
*Names have been changed.

W

hen I was around 2 years old my
mom had some sort of problem
with immigration and was deported. They told her she couldn’t
come back to the United States for 10 years.
She wanted me to stay in the United States and
since my dad wasn’t in our lives, she asked her
friend Victoria to take me in. Victoria agreed
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and I went to live in her apartment in Inglewood with her and her husband. My mom
probably thought that was the best place for
me to stay, but it wasn’t.
At first Victoria just seemed strict. When I
was little I wasn’t allowed to go outside and
play. I couldn’t talk on the phone or invite anyone to the house, not even my best friend. Later
I couldn’t go to parties or spend the night at a
friend’s house, not even with my cousin and she
lived in an apartment downstairs from ours.
Victoria made me help her clean. By the

time I was 8, I was doing everything around the
house. She’d say, “I’m going to work and by the
time I get back everything needs to be cleaned.”
On Saturdays I’d clean the whole house. I would
wash clothes, wash all the dishes, vacuum,
clean the fridge, clean her room and clean the
bathrooms. I’d move sofas around and clean
under them, dust and do the windows. If she
didn’t think I’d done a good job, she’d get a
broomstick and hit me.
At night I would cry and think, “Why are you
hitting me? What did I do wrong?” I thought

about living with my mom in Guatemala. I
knew it wouldn’t be a perfect life, but I thought
it would be better. One morning I forgot to kiss
Victoria goodbye and she threw a shoe at me. I
came back and tried to give her a kiss and she
said, “No, I don’t want it anymore.” I felt like
she didn’t want me.
she hit me for no reason

I was surprised the first time Victoria hit me
with her hand. I was 9. She was going out to a
party and she had to dress up but her stockings
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had a hole in them. I went downstairs to borrow stockings from my cousin. When I brought
them to her, Victoria yelled, “You’re responsible
for my stuff!” She slapped me. I looked at her.
She slapped me again and I hit the wall. She
hit me again. It made me dizzy. I started crying and she told me to shut up. But I couldn’t
stop crying and she hit me more.
It got worse as I got older. She would punch
me, slap me and drag me by my hair around the
house for no reason. I hated my life. Every time I
came home I’d think, “Here we go again, another day.” I’d have the key at the door and think,
“Why did this have to happen to me?”
Sometimes we would have good days. On
some Sundays she would send me and my cousin to the store to buy meat, beans and tortillas. We’d all cook, then sit around the table
together. She’d tell us stories about when she
was young, bring out the picture albums and
say, “You were chunky when you were small.”
I’d feel happy. There’d be no arguing and she
didn’t get mad. And when I was sick, she would
be the one right there with me.
But when Victoria was mad, the beatings
were a daily torment. She’d sit down with me
and say, “I don’t want to hit you like that, you
just have to know what you did was wrong.”
who could i tell?

I remember talking to my mom on the phone
four times. I wanted to tell her that Victoria was
hitting me, but couldn’t because Victoria would
be sitting right next to me. I didn’t have anyone
to talk to and I needed someone to be there for
me. I started going to my friend Martha’s house.
She lived in an apartment downstairs. I would
cry, telling her and her family what Victoria did
to me. Sometimes I’d feel dumb telling them because they already knew what was going on. Everyone in the apartment complex knew she hit
me because they could hear her screaming at
me and me crying. They even told her to stop
through the apartment walls. Martha would tell
me not to go back, “Let’s call the police and everything will be OK.” I’d say no. I thought they
would put Victoria in jail. I didn’t want that. With
my mom gone, she was my family. I’d known her
since I was a little girl. I couldn’t imagine where I
would go if I didn’t live with her. Victoria always
told me, “If I hadn’t taken you in, you’d be dead.”
I’d think, “What if that were true?”
But I was tired of being with her. In sixth
grade she accused me of having a boyfriend
and that same day I’d lost a house key. She hit
me with a belt across my shoulder so many
times and in the same spot that it began to
bleed. Once I saw blood, I got mad. I didn’t cry
and she said, “Since you’re not crying I guess
you want more.”
I was tired of my life. I just wanted it to end.
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I went to bed. I got up in the middle of the night
and went to the basket in the living room where
Victoria kept her pills. I grabbed a bunch of pills
and swallowed them. I drank a lot of water. I
went to sleep and I didn’t want to wake up. The
next morning I woke up at 9:30. It was a school
day and I usually woke up at 6:45.
When I woke up Victoria and my cousin
asked me what happened. I told them I didn’t
remember anything, which I didn’t. They told
me what happened. They were praying over me
at three in the morning. I’d peed on myself and
I was pounding my legs on the mattress. They
were shaking me and poured water over me,
but I didn’t wake up. I laughed because I didn’t
believe them. I was surprised they’d done all
that. I didn’t tell them I’d taken the pills.
Later that night, when I was lying in bed
I asked, “God, why hadn’t I died?” That day I
would have preferred dying over living.

stop. I got to the front door and left the house.
When I got outside Martha had already called
the police. I got scared but I thought this was
the best thing to do. I’d had enough.
The police came in 15 minutes. They said,
“We got a report of child abuse.” They asked me
if Victoria was hitting me. I said yes, then Martha started talking for me, “She hits her every
day.” The police said, “We need to see proof.” I
showed them a scratch on my face and where
my hair had been pulled out. I thought they
were going to take me right there, but the police told me to stay at Martha’s house until a
social worker came. A social worker came the
next day, but since Victoria wasn’t at home she
said she was going to come back later that day.
The social worker never came back.
I stayed at Martha’s over the weekend. Martha’s mom would talk to me and tell me that no
one is supposed to be hitting you or screaming

With my mom gone, she was my family.
I’d known her since I was a little girl.
I couldn’t imagine where I would go if I
didn’t live with her. Victoria always told
me, “If I hadn’t taken you in, you’d be
dead.” I’d think, “What if that were true?”
When I was in the seventh grade Victoria
started to hit me every morning. My eyes would
be really swollen. Not wanting people to see
my eyes I’d tell my friends, “I’m not going to
school today.” It became a habit. My friends
and I would take the bus to the Santa Monica
Pier, a mall in South Gate or Redondo Beach. I
skipped several days a week for a month.
a final beating

The last time Victoria put her hands on me
was Thursday, May 15, 2008, when I was 14 years
old. I knew the school had contacted Victoria
and she had finally found out I was ditching.
I told Martha that she knew we were skipping
school. She asked me what I thought would
happen. I pictured all Victoria had done to me
a hundred times worse. “If I hear you screaming I’m calling the police,” Martha said. I told
her not to. When I got home, Victoria asked me
if I was ditching. I didn’t answer. Why give her
an explanation when she’s going to hit me anyway? She slapped me and dragged me by my
hair, pulled a handful of my hair out and hit me
with a hanger. I was screaming, telling her to

at you. I thought about it. I hadn’t been hit since
I’d been at Martha’s and it felt good.
At school that Tuesday, my counselor caught
me without my school uniform. When I told her
my name, she said, “Your mom came looking
for you and told the school you’re a runaway.
Let’s go to the office, I have to contact the school
police.” I was like, “Call whoever you wish, but
I am not going home with Victoria.” I knew if I
went back I wouldn’t have another opportunity
to get out. I knew life would be worse.
I went to the office and everyone thought I
was being rebellious. The police came. I told
them Victoria hit me all the time but they didn’t
believe me. They said, “You’re being disobedient.” When Victoria got there 30 minutes later, they all agreed, “You have to go back home.
You have no choice.”
Still, we waited at school because I had said
that Victoria hit me. A social worker came three
hours later to investigate. The social worker
asked me questions about my life and what
happened. She asked if I had bruises. A female
police officer came and we went into a room. I
showed her the bruises on my legs, arms, shoul-

ders and back. I showed her the bald spot near
the front of my head where Victoria had pulled
my hair out. She said, “Oh my God, I can’t believe she did that. That’s enough.”
I knew I wasn’t going to go back with Victoria
for sure. I agreed to go to a foster home.
My first foster home was in Norwalk. I didn’t
like it because the foster mom didn’t give me
the same respect I would give her. She wouldn’t
clean, she didn’t talk to me. I told my social worker a million times that I wanted to move and a
month later I went to a new foster home.
finally in a caring home

Now I live in a house with four girls and my
foster mom. I like it. Sometimes I don’t even
have to clean my room. I can go to bed, kick
back and relax. It feels pretty good. One day
my foster mom, who everybody calls Granny, told me, “You’re really pretty inside and
out. My home will always be your home.” I
am treated better than anyone has treated
me in my life.
When I lived with Victoria I kept it all to
myself. I felt like no one was out there, that it
would be worse to tell somebody. If you’re being abused, you should tell a teacher. Sometimes
it’s rough when you first get taken out of your
home, but in the end it’s better. I wish I could
have trusted someone to tell.
I see what happened to me as a testament.
My mom made a bad decision putting me with
her friend Victoria, yet I don’t blame her. My
mom was under a lot of pressure so she did what
she had to do. I’m not mad at Victoria. Growing
up, her parents had hit her and that’s all she
knew. Because of what happened I have become a stronger person. I know that life is not
always fair. I don’t let anything bring me down
and I try to look at the positive side. My main
focus is school, getting good grades and going
on with my life.

Where to turn
If you are being abused,
call for help.
Child Abuse Hotline
(800) 540-4000
Childhelp
Telephone counseling and
referrals.
(800) 422-4453,
www.childhelp.org.
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Not so fast

Driving on scary hills and busy streets put a brake on my plan to get a license
By Lia Dun

register what he was saying. I tried to look in
the mirrors but was too afraid of losing track
of what was in front of me to process what I
was seeing. When I looked forward, I was too
busy trying not to crash into the things that
were directly in front of me so I didn’t notice
cars and pedestrians approaching from a distance. Luckily, driving instructors have their
own brakes on the passenger side and every
five seconds, my instructor would use his to

17, Marshall HS

A

his brake.
“Why didn’t you stop?” my instructor asked
calmly. He was probably used to his students
causing near accidents.
“I don’t know.” I didn’t want to take my mind
off the road to tell him that my brain had just
mixed up the pedals.
Halfway through the lesson, he took me to
a residential area in Hancock Park, and I practiced turning. There was no traffic, and I started

t the end of sophomore year, my
friends began getting their driver’s
permits, and I was hit by an onslaught of people announcing that
they had braved rush-hour traffic on Sunset
Boulevard and driven 80 mph on the freeway.
I had never cared about learning to drive because my parents drove me everywhere
but soon I realized that everyone was
learning to drive except me. And while
independence may be overrated, jealousy and peer pressure are not. By the
end of summer vacation, I was so jealous that I signed up for driver’s ed.
My mom paid $50 for an online class,
which was mostly about how you should
never drive drunk because, in case you
didn’t know, driving under the influence is illegal.
I passed the permit test two weeks
later and signed up for driver’s training. There were three, two-hour sessions. California law requires six hours
of training. My parents were relieved.
No more chauffeuring me to my friends’
houses and extracurriculars.
On the first day of driver’s training,
the instructor told me to get in the driver’s seat of his black sedan. I had never
driven before and had been expecting
to drive around a parking lot during my
first lesson. But my instructor insisted that we go into traffic because if I
Illustration by Jennie Nguyen, 14, Wilson MS (Glendale)
got too comfortable in the parking lot
I would be too scared of driving anywhere else.
prevent me from crashing.
to feel more comfortable even though I always
“Take a deep breath,” my instructor said.
turned the car into the middle of the road beWhich pedal does what?
But the air caught in my throat and I ended
cause my arms were so stiff that I didn’t have
I turned the key and shifted the car into
up coughing instead. Only when we got onto
control over the steering wheel. But by the end
drive. The car started to move. I tried to brake
flat road did I start to relax.
of the lesson, I felt like I had more control over
but hit the gas. Then I found the brake and
Then I turned onto Hollywood Boulevard
the car and could stay in my lane.
slammed it so that the instructor and I lurched
and found myself surrounded by cars on all
My second lesson was the next day. I learned
forward.
sides. I tried to scoot over to keep from scrapto slow down gradually before a red light inI live on a steep, winding hill with narrow
ing the car on my left but almost scraped the
stead of slamming the brakes at the last secstreets and nearly hit three people coming
car on my right.
ond. I was even able to sustain a two-minute
around blind turns. The people walking their
I almost caused five accidents. Once, a car
conversation about school with my driving
dogs scared me the most because I thought the
stopped in front of me as we were approaching
instructor before I almost ran a stop sign and
dogs would run in front of the car. My instrucan intersection and instead of braking, I accihad to give driving my full attention again.
tor would tell me when to brake and when to
dentally accelerated. I would have crashed into
The hardest thing for me was left turns beaccelerate, but I was so nervous that I didn’t
the other car if my instructor hadn’t slammed
cause I was never sure if I was turning into
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the correct lane.
On the third and final day of driver’s training, there was only one near-accident—when I
changed lanes without signaling or checking
my blind spots and barely missed hitting the
car next to me. Still, compared to the first day,
this was success.
“I went down Hollywood Boulevard and
there were lots of other cars, but I didn’t crash
into any of them!” I told my mom that night.
after three lessons i
thought i was ready

My mom and I decided to go for a
drive, so I could show her how much
I had improved. The resulting five
minutes were terrifying. My mother
shrieked, “Brake!” every three seconds,
and when we got to a particularly steep
and narrow hill, I slowed to three mph.
The car behind me honked, and I was
ready to cry.
Then I hit a curb. I saw it in front of
me and was trying to brake but wasn’t
pressing hard enough on the pedal because I was so nervous.
My mother kicked me out of the driver’s seat and drove back home. When we
returned, I discovered that the curb had
left red streaks on the bumper. While my
mother ran inside to ask my father if he
could repaint her car, I stood staring at
the scrape next to the headlight. I decided to put driving on hold for a while.
After that experience, my mom
doesn’t mind being a chauffer as much
anymore.
I’m still trying to get my driver’s license but have been lazy about practicing.
With any luck, I’ll have a license by the end
of the year.

Lia still fears left
turns because it’s
difficult to tell
where the middle
of the road is.
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Hang out with us
online this summer!
Want to keep up with the latest
movies and music, good eats and
news that is important to you?
Go to layouth.com to stay up to
date on the things that matter!
Register for website updates

To make sure you know when new stuff gets
posted, go to layouth.com and register. Registration
subscribes you to an e‑mail list alerting you when
new stories, reviews and poll questions are posted.

We also have a page on Facebook!

Become a fan and you can join our
discussions to share what’s on your mind.
Enter our photo contests
found exclusively
on Facebook
and you could
win money!

Win money!
Enter our photo contests found
exclusively on Facebook all
summer long. Cash prizes will be
awarded. Winners will receive $50
for first place, $30 for second
place and $20 for third place.
Congratulations to Charlene Lee,
16, Walnut HS, for winning first
place in our “Hanging out”
photo contest on Facebook.
Her winning photo is at right.

Facebook is a ®registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.
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essays

What can’t you live without?
essay

contest

w i nne r s

1st place $50

2nd place $30

I’ll always wear
my ribbons

My cell
phone
connects
me to
my dad

By Carmela Feliciano
Mayfield Senior School (Pasadena)

W

By Jessica Zamora
Monrovia HS

T

he one thing I can’t live without
would have to be my cell phone.
I know that may sound really
selfish of me but I think I have a
good reason. My father and I have
ALWAYS been very close. People always tease
that I am a daddy’s girl and I will admit it. My
father and my mother have been separated
for almost 10 years. It was really hard for me to
accept because I was young and was clueless
about how it would affect my life.
After my parents’ separation, my father moved out and
took a job in Barstow, California, which is pretty far from
where I live. But nothing changed because I would still see
him almost every day. My dad, or “Papa” as I call him, would
drive to my house where I lived with my mom and we would
spend time together like nothing had changed. Well, a year
and a half ago my dad got laid off from his job in Barstow.
The company he worked for had a position for him, but the
problem was that it was in a different location. It was in Hawaii, and he had no choice but to take that job so he could
have a job and pay for his living expenses. When he told me
that he would be moving very soon it honestly broke my
heart because I was so close to my dad and I also knew my
family couldn’t afford to fly me out to see him.
At this time I didn’t have a cell phone because my family
couldn’t afford one. Which meant when my dad left a few
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months later, in April 2008, I would have no contact with
him because I didn’t have the Internet on my computer
either. So the only option we would have would be to write
letters to each other. But a month before he left my papa
bought me a cell phone that he would be able to afford and
he would pay monthly. It was very hard to say goodbye to
my father before he left for Hawaii, but I know it was the
best thing for him and me.
I cannot live without this cell phone that I am actually
writing this essay on (since I don’t have the Internet on my
computer) because it is my connection to my papa, who is
still working in Hawaii. Since I have this cell phone I am
able to talk to my father whenever I want—day and night—
and I can also send him pictures or videos of me and he
can do the same. It is still very hard because I haven’t seen
my father for about a year, but with my cell phone it does
make it a lot easier. And that is why I cannot live without
my cell phone.

hile some people treasure a lucky pair of jeans or a
photograph, my prized possession is a basket full of
ribbons. The colors vary from crimson red to lime
green and even several patterns. Some people wear their
emotions on their sleeves but I prefer to wear mine in my hair.
Emotions are only one reason why I cannot part with my beloved hair ribbons. They have enveloped the gifts my friends
and family have given me. They have traveled halfway across
the world to caress and complement my hair. More importantly, they have been passed down from generations of
women in my family. Literally and figuratively, the ribbons
have become threads that tie me to my loved ones and the
happy moments in my life. Most of all, they remind me to be
steadfast to what I believe in and who I really am.
The “hair ribbon style” has come and gone but I have firmly and continually worn them. Because of those little ribbons,
people have tried to put me down. In middle school I was one
of those kids who was persecuted for not following the rules
of the playground. I based most of my happiness on the hope
of not being teased, but as I grew older, I learned that I should
not base my happiness on things outside of myself. Instead,
my hair ribbons taught me that I should seek joy in myself . Also, because I wore my hair ribbons even when it was not “in”
I learned to find my conviction. I learned to love and respect
myself. I no longer strived to be one of the cool kids because I
knew that somewhere between “geek” and “cool” were morals
that had to be sacrificed. One ribbon—a sunlight yellow ribbon
made of silk that my sister had given me—reminded me that
the hardest thing is always the right thing. And when I found
myself at a crossroads between being cool and being me, I was
reminded of that small piece of fabric.
Now when I wear my ribbons my friends talk about how they
look so beautiful in my hair and they always ask where I bought
them. I cannot help but chuckle inside because I am the keeper
of the lessons learned from these minute fabrics. Beauty comes
to those who have been waiting for something bigger than
themselves, and I have received what I was waiting for. I have
obtained a newfound confidence that reflects me. I do not really
know if I will be able to hang on to the hundreds of ribbons for
the rest of my life. I do know that I will be able to keep the spirit,
the memories and the love that the ribbons have given me.

www.layouth.com

3rd place $20

My childhood
brush
Yoselyn Rafael
Gardena HS

A

s a kid we always have something we need
to have by our side because it’s our favorite
thing we cannot live without it. And as we
get older, different things become important. For
me, I have a pink princess brush that has been part
of me since I was 8. It will always be a special brush
filled with so much love.
Every morning before going to school my mom
would brush my hair and do my favorite ponytails.
Then I’d be ready for school. I loved watching my
mom do my hair and having her soft hands run
through my hair. I would always use my hairbrush
because it was my favorite and it would sing a Cinderella song every time it was shaken. I would sing
along as well and sometimes even my mom sang
along with me.

Honorable mention

Gotta dance
By Michael Arcana
Downtown Magnets HS

B

-boying—is that a boy with the letter B on his
shirt? Is it a name of a toy? Is it a new game for
PSP? Those are logical guesses, but b-boying is something that encompasses a person’s heart,
mind and soul.
It was born in the Bronx, N.Y., in the 1970s when
gang violence and other crimes were high. Many
thought that kids who lived in ghettos had no future.
However, they were proven wrong when a man named Clive Campbell, a.k.a. Kool Herc, threw a party
at a recreation center. At the party, people were doing a dance that was never seen before. Many saw it
as gymnastics, others saw kung fu moves. It became known as b-boying, also called b-girling or breaking. The dance was an alternative to violence and
gave people hope for a better future.
Before I started to b-boy, I was a quiet kid who lived
without a care in the world. However, when I was introduced to b-boying through watching a group that
was part of the Real Youth Center perform in Echo Park
in July 2007, I was overwhelmed. The dance they did
was so inspirational. It gave me hope and encouragement. After that, I did what I could in order to b-boy.
Later that year, I decided to join hip-hop classes at

www.layouth.com

It was a birthday present from my mom, which
makes it more special to me. As I got older, my
mom stopped brushing my hair. Now I’m the one
who brushes my own hair and styles it. I must admit, I miss waking up every morning and taking
a quick shower so my mom could brush my hair
while we would sing the Cinderella song. When she
would finish she would kiss me on my cheek and
say, “Beautiful as always my princess.” That hairbrush brings precious memories of my mother and
I and that’s why I’ve kept that brush with me and
put it in my room.
I use it every morning to brush my bangs. It may
not feel the same as when I was 8 and my mom brushed my hair, but sometimes I get that beautiful feeling from when I was a kid. Sometimes when I see
that my mom is not busy I tell her to brush my hair
and she smiles at me and says, “Of course my princess.” And when she does, the memories and the same feelings come back as if I were 8 again. It may not
be the same anymore but I know she still brushes
my hair with love and her hands are still soft, running through my hair with her precious love. That
brush has been an everyday part of my life and it’s
something I can’t live without. As years pass, my
princess brush will be with me forever as a beautiful
memory of my mother and I.

Real Youth Center and practiced at Justice by Uniting
in Creative Energy (J.U.I.C.E.). Both places focused on
bringing youth into the hip-hop culture, which included b-boying, and out of the life of violence.
B-boying allows me to stay productive physically, mentally and emotionally. B-boying doesn’t take
a day to learn. I spend a lot of time trying to perfect
moves. At times, I may not have been flexible enough
or strong enough to hold certain positions. From onehanded handstands to windmills, they are all tough
at times, but I never give up. Mentally, I have to figure
out moves that would make me look fresh and different from all the cats that are already b-boying. Originality is very important. In addition to originality,
I listen to the music and make sure I am on beat. Finally, b-boying allows me to unleash my emotions.
Whenever I am angry, it shows through my explosive moves, but when I am happy, I am bouncing
around like a toddler.
B-boying teaches me the importance of hard work,
determination and patience. Moves are not perfected
in one hour or even one day. It is an ongoing process
that should never be stopped. Once you stop b-boying
you lose all your skills. I learned that I had to increase
my stamina in order to continue a set and that it was
also important to be humble. Everyone works hard
to get their moves down and it’s important to give
respect to the other b-boys and b-girls.
B-boying is much more than a dance to me. It is a
way of life. It helps me to achieve goals and pushes me
to be a better person. Through b-boying, I am able to
show a part of me that people hardly see.

n e w e s s ay c o n t e s t:

A different
gender for a day
In the story on pages 18-19, Anisa writes about
how people think it’s strange that she plays
a contact sport like rugby. It hurts her when
people question why a girl would want to play
a game in which she tackles people. She thinks
that if she were a guy she
wouldn’t be judged for
playing a physical sport.
Write an essay telling us
what it would be like if
you were the opposite
gender for a day. How
do you think your life
would be different? Would
people be more accepting of
you and the things you like to do? Maybe you
think life would be harder trying to live up to
expectations of feminine beauty or masculine
toughness. Explain to us what your life would
be like from the other side for one day.

Write an essay to L.A. Youth
and tell us about it:
Essays should be a page or more. Include your name, school, age and
phone number with your essay. The staff of L.A. Youth will read the entries
and pick three winners. Your name will be withheld if you request it. The
first-place winner will receive $50. The second-place winner will get $30
and the third-place winner will receive $20. Winning essays will be printed in our September issue and put on our website at www.layouth.com.

Mail your essay to:
L.A. Youth
5967 W. 3rd St. Suite 301
Los Angeles CA 90036
or editor@layouth.com
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Music to soothe my soul

Because it’s full of emotion, I prefer classical music over everything else
By Ernesto Pineda
17, Animo Film & Theatre Arts Charter HS

W

hen people find out that I listen to
classical music, I usually get stuff
like, “It’s for old people.” Because
I’m a teenager with long hair, they
think I’m emo and listen to My Chemical Romance and Marilyn Manson. But the piano,
strings and wind instruments playing together
in classical music sound beautiful to me.
I started listening to classical music in ninth
grade. I was in my room flipping through stations on the radio. I heard something that I have
heard throughout my life, but never paid much
attention to. The violins made a sweet but powerful sound that seemed thin enough to break. It
was different than my dad’s mariachi, my mom’s
Latino pop and my sister’s reggaeton. Classical
music was the first genre of music that caught
my attention. I listened to it from then on.
Classical music makes doing homework
seem less dull since I don’t have to work in silence. It helps me concentrate because I can
tune out the TV my dad is watching in the family room.
I also listen to it at night. I turn off the lights,
lie in bed and daydream. Or I listen when I
read a book. I like hearing instruments rather than a singer. The music is usually smooth
and gentle.
others don’t understand
why i like classical music

It bothers me that most teenagers I know
don’t think that classical music is real music.
One time in my ninth grade music class, someone asked me what music I liked. I said, “I like
classical music.” He looked confused and he
repeated the words “classical music” because
he was surprised I listened to it. I felt like I was
judged because it’s different. Why can’t they
accept it? It’s just another genre of music like
pop or rock.
Some teens think it’s boring. I don’t think it
is. It has a lot of emotion and can be very powerful. In movies, classical music sets the mood
and helps you understand what is going on.
When I watched Schindler’s List, a movie about
a man named Oskar Schindler who kept his
Jewish employees alive during the Holocaust,
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there was a single piano note that was
powerful and solitary. It plays at the
end of the movie, when the war is
finally over and Schindler says he
believes he could have saved more
people. The music makes it seem
sadder.
My family knew I listened to classical music but they never said anything until 10th grade, when we
were in the car. The memory
on the radio tuner had been
reset so we had to reprogram
it. I put on the classical music station, KUSC 91.5 FM.
There were flutes making
a soft sound. It was cool.
After a few minutes my
mother said, “Why do you
like this music?” I replied,
“I just like it.” My mother
said, “Can I change the station?” I said OK and she changed
it, then my younger sister replied,
“Oh, thank you” because she wanted
to change it too. I never turned the car radio
to classical music again. When I’m in the car,
I tune out my sister’s music and think about
other things.
Once I had been playing my computer game
Guild Wars too long. My head hurt, my eyes
hurt. I turned on classical music and lay down.
It was calm, a change from the game’s loud
sound effects, yelling and intense war music
with the volume blasting. When I woke up two
hours later I heard a song with a clarinet playing softly. My headache was gone.
the melody calmed me down

Another time it helped me was when I was
in a serious discussion with my father. He was
apologizing for getting angry all these years because I didn’t know enough Spanish to understand what he said. He told me he felt bad about
yelling when he was working on a car—he is a
mechanic—and gave me orders in Spanish to
get the tools. I cried, feeling emotions that I had
in me for the past 16 years come out. I went to
my room, turned off the lights and put classical music on. I focused on the melody and that
calmed me down. I wasn’t upset by the time

Illustration by Michelle Paik, 17, Palos Verdes Peninsula HS
the song was over.
Looking back, I’ve always liked classical music. When I was 10, one of my favorite songs
was from the video game Megaman Legends.
When Megaman goes into the Kattelox Museum, the game plays Bach’s “Air On a G String.” I
liked the elegant melody and the high-pitched
sound of the violin—it fit well with the scene.
I heard it again on the radio a few months ago
and realized it was classical music. I never realized what I was actually hearing; I just thought
it was cool.
I have started getting into J-rock (Japanese
rock), but I still like classical music. People have
tried to expose me to pop and rock music but
I’m not interested. My friend sent me a link
to a song she liked by Slipknot, called “Dead
Memories.” It was boring. The singer kept repeating, “Dead memories in my heart, dead

memories in my heart.” I get upset by some
lyrics, like when reggaeton artists sing about
a woman’s body because they objectify women. Sometimes singers don’t have talent but are
still popular, like the Pussycat Dolls. I understand that other teens like that kind of music.
There is no right or wrong music; I just really
like classical music.

One of Ernesto’s
favorite songs
is Ludwig van
Beethoven’s Ode
to Joy because it’s
energetic.
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Music

Lily Allen

Angel y Khriz

CD: It’s Not Me, It’s You

CD: Showtime

Twilight
CD: Movie Soundtrack

Reviewed by Gabe Andreen

Reviewed by Fiona Hansen

Reviewed by Patricia Chavarria

16, Pilgrim School

16, Marlborough School

17, Cesar Chavez HS (Compton)
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It’s Not Me, It’s You has
less variety, and eventually
every song started
sounding the same.

ome people think reggaeton is monotonous because every song has a “Dem Bow” beat, a synthesized bass beat that pounds through the songs. However, in Showtime by Angel y Khriz every song is unique
and has its own style and rhythm. Yet they’re all unified by that driving reggaeton beat that adds Latin flavor to every minute of this CD.
Showtime has great dance tracks like “Muévela,”
which was in a club scene in the movie Fast & Furious
and has a strong, pumping club beat. Angel y Khriz
combine reggaeton beats with bomba, salsa, hip-hop,
and in “Quiere Más,” merengue. “Quiere Más” (She
Wants More) is my favorite song to jog to because the
speed and variety make me want to never stop running.
There are also slow, romantic songs like “No Me
Conoces,” meaning “You Don’t Know Me,” which is a
really sweet song about a girl the guy knows only in
his dreams. Fortunately, even if you don’t understand
Spanish, the emotion in the songs is so strong that it’s
not necessary to know exactly what the words mean
to understand what they’re saying. Some of the lyrics
make it seem like Angel y Khriz, like many reggaeton
singers, are a little perverted and girl-obsessed, but the
energy, passion and intensity is the part I enjoy.
I think this is a great album for people who have
never listened to reggaeton because it incorporates so
many styles of Latin music. Angel Guzmán and Christian Colón are a relatively new reggaeton duo. Some of
their songs can be heard on Latino 96.3 FM, but they’re
less famous than more American-influenced artists
like Pitbull and Daddy Yankee.

That driving reggaeton
beat adds Latin flavor to
every minute of this CD.

Whether or not you liked
the movie, I would definitely
recommend the soundtrack.

ily Allen’s second CD, It’s Not Me, It’s You, is good,
but I enjoyed her first one a lot more. The sound
is more cohesive on her new one, but I wish Allen had
kept some of her style-jumping.
On her first album, Alright, Still, one song would be
ska and the next would be pop. It’s Not Me, It’s You has
some of that variety, but it is less crazy and eventually
every song started sounding the same.
It’s Not Me, It’s You keeps the playful and sometimes shocking lyrics of Alright, Still. One of my favorite
songs is “F*** You.” In the song, Allen tells off a racist
ex: “You’re just some racist who can’t tie my laces …
You say you think we need to go to war … It’s people
like you that need to get slew/ No one wants your
opinion.”
Others songs I like are “Back to the Start,” which
spoke to me about fighting with my brother, and “The
Fear” because it reminded me not to be obsessed with
self-image.
I think a lot of pop music can be boring and meaningless, but I connected to Allen’s first album because
of its songs about how much of a jerk your ex is, how
they try to get back with you and what great people
your friends are. But on the new album the lyrics became repetitive (most of the songs are about relationships that never worked out). I always skip the last four
songs (there are 12 total) because of the repetitiveness.
Even though I liked It’s Not Me, It’s You I miss the
more adventurous Allen from Alright, Still.
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f you’re like me and thought the movie Twilight was
disappointing because it was nothing like the book, I
understand. But I absolutely LOVE the soundtrack and
I think you would too.
The music creates a dark and vampire-ish vibe.
Songs like “Decode” by Paramore make me feel as if
I’m in the Twilight world. The lyrics “What kind of man
that you are/ If you’re man at all/ Well, I will figure this
one out/ On my own/ I’m screaming I love you so/ But
my thoughts you can’t decode” are so vivid that I love
playing this song when I’m reading the Twilight books.
A great song for you girls in love with Robert Pattinson (Edward) is “Never Think,” which he wrote. It’s
one of those soft-melody, love songs played with an
acoustic guitar. Be careful when you hear Pattinson
sing “Once I put my coat on/ I’m coming out of this all
wrong/ She’s standing outside holding me/ She’s saying oh please/ I’m in love/ I’m in love,” because you
could get lost in his romantic voice. Listen at your own
risk.
The only song I didn’t like was “Eyes On Fire” by
Blue Foundation. Even when watching the movie, the
song didn’t seem to belong. It’s hard to understand
what the woman is saying because she sings in a low
then high pitch. And the drums have a marching band
sound.
So regardless of whether you liked the movie, I
would definitely recommend the soundtrack, which
even has “Bella’s Lullaby,” the song that Edward wrote
to Bella, performed by singer Carter Burwell.
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